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LOCAL NOTES
Are you ready to rock? I don't know, just seemed
like a good way to start out this column (if anyone's
got any ideas, that'd be cool).
First off, the Doublewide is now called the 3B
again. I know, I've already heard it, "We just got
used to the new name, what the hell are they trying
to do?" Well, from what I understand, Aaron couldn't
do the cool shit he wanted to with the name, "The
Doublewide" and it just never really fit, so when
enough time had passed (crazy govemment regulations) he went ahead and changed it back. He's also
painted the inside to go with the new name. It's
orange and has a lot of framed posters on the wall.
The frames were painted by Art, who used to own
the Grand Cinemas. Besides that, not much else has
changed, so don't lose any sleep over anything.
Death Cab for Cutie's gonna be heading south
later in the month, going to SXSW and then doing a
tour with Seattle's Western State Hurricanes on the
way back.
Federation X is going on another, shorter tour.
They ' re hitting the West Coast, the highlight of the
tour being in Sacramento with Murder City Devils
and Tight Bros. Once again, they ' re stealing Jacob
and Alan's roommate, Brian. Brian, my dad used to
have a saying: "Fool me once, shame on you , fool

me twice, shame on me."
Eureka Farm are continuing to get good shows
around the Northwest. They recently recorded some
demo's for the first time with the new line-up, but
there's no official word of when they'll be heading
back into the studio.
Sharpie's album is almost out. Hang tight kids,
it's worth the wait.
There is some sad news in the local scene, so you ·
might want to get your handkerchief ready. The
Toga Kings, Bellingham's favorite and most loved
band, have decided to call it quits. Apparently they
realized the joke wasn't very funny any longer. Long
live the Toga Kings.
Local label Fury Records have some really cool
releases coming up. The biggest one is Chris Rime,
who is one of our feature articles. This guy is amazing.
Amazing doesn't even really do him justice. He's one
of those artists that is so good you get scared. The other
Fury release features local hard-core gods Jodawn
Baker. In spite of their on-again, off-again band status, they're going to put out an album that's gonna
make your ears bleed.
Once again, I was watching Jenny Jones and local
boys Black were the featured band. Apparently, this
isn't the climax to their rock and roll ambitions;
they've also been picked up by Fox, so you'll be
hearing Black songs in the background of shows like
"Party of Five" and "Beverly Hills 90210." Wow.
Monkey, Monkey, Monkey
are apparently going to give this
long distance band thing a
shot. With Kenny in
Portland, I think
most people
had written them
off, but from
what I've been
told, they're going
to try and persevere.
Cool, because if anyone reading this saw
them at the 3B on the
19th, you know the
power of Monkey,
Monkey,
Monkey.
The world is a better
place with them in it.
The remaining
three
guys
from
Monkey,
Monkey,
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Monkey who are still here have formed another band
called Pan. No word yet on the sound, but ya gotta
figure it's gonna be loud.
FuJI On is looking for a singer. Jay, the drummer,
doesn't really want to do the whole Phil Collins
thing anymore. If you're interested, contact the
magazine and we'll make sure you get the proper
numbers.
Naughty North Productions is a new entertainment company that specializes in hip-hop and R & B.
They'll be putting on a Spring Break blowout on
March 20th at the Scottish Rite Masonic Hall. For
more information, give them a call at (888) 5866153. They also accept demos.
David Weiss is having a CD release party at the
Whatcom Center on 1310 Cornwall on 3/13. Doors
open at 7pm and there is a five dollar requested
donation. David's also the featured artist on the
Locals Only Show on KISM on 3/11 @ 9:30pm.
I'd like to personally congratulate everyone in the
AS office for doing such an amazing job with shows
up on campus. A weekend doesn't go by that someone
cool isn't playing up there. For the first time since I can
remember, things are consistently amazing. One of
the upcoming shows is space rock gods Mercury Rev
on April I Oth. See you there.
Now for some non rock and roll related news.
There's a new skate shop in town. It's called
Alliance Skateboards and is in the alley behind the
Federal Building on Magnolia. They're only doing
skate stuff right now, making them the only 100%
skate shop in town. They're really cool guys, even
donating a bunch of gear for door prizes at the last
What's Up local showcase. Go check them out ya
bastards.
There's a new thrift store in Fairhaven. It's on the
comer where lith and 12th split apart, right by
Fairhaven Bike and Ski. It's a non-profit store and
the proceeds go to underprivileged children. Check
it out, it's pretty cool.
Finally, I'd like to mention that this is our one
year anniversary issue and thanks to all the people in
the last year who've helped make it possible. Most
importantly, I'd like to thank all the bands who've
helped make my job easy by giving me great music
to promote.
If you're in a band and want anything reviewed,
please feel free to give me a call at 714-9310 or
better yet, send it to PO Box 4240, Bellingham WA
98227.
-Brent Cole

Music f Entertainment f Film
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The Generation. Remember the name because
you're going to hear it a Jot around town over the
next year.
The band, which formed last year, consists of
Steve Nast on vocals/rhythm guitar, Jesse Snide on
vocals, lead guitar, Racy Day on vocals, bass guitar
and Bay Keable on drums and percussion. Jesse and
Steve met in 1990 at Sehome high school and in
1995 they formed their first band The Sceners. The
band released an album and played tons of parties

David Weiss has been in town a while. Maybe "a
while" is kind of an understatement. David 's actually
been in town for a really, really long time. Almost two
decades, in fact. With that, and his continued presence
within the Bellingham music community, he's rightfully
become the grandfather of the Bellingham scene.
In the mid-eighties, David finished school at
Western, studying classical guitar. With nothing better
to do, he decided to hit the road, playing in a band that
toured extensively in Canada. This routine went on for
a couple years; as the 90's approached, David decided
it was time to start a family.
Fortunately, David didn ' t Jet his passion for
music die. Over the last several years, David has built
up The Bellingham Internet Music
Archive (BIMA), a catalog of
Bellingham bands, past and present,
that includes information about the
bands and links to their websites.
You'd think that keeping
together a website, job, and family
would fill up David's time. Instead,
he's recently completed his latest
album, "Finger Noise." The album,
which took five years to complete, is
filled with David's beautiful classical
guitar. He's definitely years away
from the old bar bands, now spending
his time creating music that is soothing
and delicate.
Of course, the album isn't the
end of things for David. Unlike other contemporary
artists, he's spending a lot of his time and efforts promoting the album and the website. Even with that, he's
already beginning work

around town, but things fell apart, as they do for
most bands and Jesse and Steve parted ways. A couple of years later they hooked up again, found Racy
and Bay and formed The Generation.
All of'them being mods, they
;;r-lsn:7:~:o:;::;;;:.~::-'\ on his next album,
decided to be a mod band, heavily
which will focus on
influenced by bands like: The Jam,
electric guitar. The
The Who, The Buzzcocks, and The
new sound for David
Undertones.
will include a lot
They've taken the mod lifestyle
more fusion and
and sound but added a nineties feel
funk, with less of the
to form a unique style that has a
classical
guitar.
He'll be turning the
great hook along with energy and
amps on again and
passion. The band gladly wears
playing
shows,
their influences on their sleeves.
gettin' the younger
The mod lifestyle isn't somecrowd stirred up into
thing the band takes lightly. It's not
a frenzy.
just cool fashion , but a way of life
The spring and
for The Generation. They even have
summer should be a
a definition of mod, which states:
"Working class kids that
great time for David,
believe just because you work a shit
with tons of festivals
job, it doesn' t mean you have to
to play. He's also
look, live, or act like you work a shit
continuing his heavy
job. It's a return to the glamour of
promotion of BIMA,
the pre-hippy 1960's, with the 'fuck
including his first
all' attitude of the 1970's punk, but
ever "new artist" on
preferring capitalism to anarchy."
the label, the local band "Men Without Pants." That
The Generation is beginning to garner a cult
release should be coming out within the next couple of
like status, with their wild shows and the .limited
months.
release of their first EP "American Sex," which drips
If you're interested in finding out more informawith the energy and fire that only a mod has. Check
tion about David or BIMA, check out the website at
'em out
www.bima.com.
-Brent Cole

-Brent Cole
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What I had expected to be a crowded show (all
ages, rock & roll, a Saturday night, tiny venue) surprised
me by being comfortably underpopulated, with room to
lounge ... (Or even to take off your shoes and enjoy a
dinner from the vending machines, as a certain local
record-store owner was observed doing.)
El Capitan started off the set playing to a
seemingly tranquilized audience, with loud rock n'
roll and a faux English accent; whether the latter
was intended or just what I heard, I don't know. It
was Standard Rock, mutating into droning
Spiritualized-esque static, and back into Standard
Rock, with lots of whiny guitar again. I tried to dance
for a little bit. Couldn't figure out what to do, ended
up swaying a bit. Was furtive, felt ridiculous, stuck
my hands back in my pockets. This is music, that for
once, it actually might be appropriate to just cross
one's arms and frown at. Or laugh, like my companion
did. Or just check out the band members, who were all
at once nerdy and quite handsome, with comfortable,
confident stage presences. Some people really like
their rock dark, weepy, and incomprehensive. It wasn't
terrible, yet at the same time it was subversively chafing,
and neither I nor my companion were too distressed when
they left the stage.
' was next, and initially didn't really
Waxwing
sound too much different from their predecessors
until Rocky, the Henry Rollins-esque lead singer,
started to say things, beautiful things, into the microphone, as the musicians began to play some rhythmic
and danceable music. I was especially startled by their
final song, a cover which I didn't know, in which
Rocky exhibited some J. Biafra-like vocal intonations
and stage antics. If anyone in the audience noticed
that they were actually listening to something they
could move to, then, they were unfortunately too shy
or cool to shake their hipster-booty - aside from a few
ironic, self-conscious outbursts of movement.
Waxwing had a fabulous leprechaun for a guitarist
(bassist? I couldn't see very well from where I stood)
who was more than slightly brilliant as he pranced
around, do in' crazy stuff with his body and instrument.
The third band, Fields of Mars, was my favorite
of the night, and actually managed to interest me
despite the fact by that point I was feeling as though I
had been wading through a thick bog of testosterone
for a few hours. Their tactics began like all before
them, and I thought I might go to sleep if l heard
another song that started out soft and slow then erupted into a frenzy of boys, guitars, and pissiness. But
then I noticed something, there were three singers,
and they were SINGING. Together, sometimes. The
set was energetic, effusive, not wimpy, yet the music

was melodic, grief-stricken, dare I say it. .. poppy ... at
times. Something like Chris Isaak being held for
ransom by the Sex Pistols, and hopefully that analogy won ' t ruin their (or my) career. These guys
probably could get away with affecting some subtle
Brit/ Aussie/something-sexy accents, as long as they
were good ones. The lead vocalist (on the far right of
the stage) had already struck me as an uncanny Chris
Isaak/Jimmy Dean look-alike, and then suddenly,
magically, he doubled the effect by closing his eyes,
scrunching up his forehead, and crooning into the
mic. Oh yeah. It was young Elvis Presley, it was Nick
Cave in a good mood, it was sweetness. My somewhat
feline companion was inspired to slow-dance, and her
nymphet body swayed in rhythm with the evanescent
ambience so loud the speakers trembled. When FOM
ended their set with more ass-rock and shouting as a
substitute for singing, they had earned the right to it,
and it was ever so classic. Even though I still was
aching to hear some chick do her thing, I was roc kin'
with these blokes, and it was all good.
764-HERO, the headlining band of the evening,
is a trio (once a duo)
who have received
critical acclaim for
their three recorded
albums. As someone
only casually familiar
with their music
through radio airplay,
I can't tell you what
songs they did or
didn't play, but I can
say they played a
tight, loud set that
impressed me with
fine
musicianship
(with a rad chick
drummer, all right
Polly!), but failed in the arena of originality. Their
openers had played similarly structured sets, with the
same instruments, a sensitive/angry boy singer, and
the same assaulting volume; clearly factors beyond
their control. If the opening acts hadn't taken so damn
long, I mighr have had more of an appetite for 764HERO's unique brand of mumbling, incessant indierock. Like smelling different perfumes--after several
scents, one after the other, the olfactory glands begin
to fatigue and confuse themselves. Still, closing my
eyes and leaning against the wall, the un-melodies
(which were less catchy and more punk than on the
recordings) made me inexplicably feel a bit like I was
sailing from the West Coast to London and back
again; the mood was fun, fleeting.
Having not been to a show for several months,
just to hang out with live music was delightful. It
could have been better, it could have been worse; but
essentially it was all-ages rock and roll, an infamously
rare phenomena in Bellingham. See ya at SleaterKinney.
-Mara J Steele
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- T h e DICK and JANES
- C D RELEASE PARTY
ANNA"S KADDY SHACI<

I've seen the Dick and Janes perform numerous
times during the last 6 months and this show was by
far one of the best shows. High energy! At one point
Gino broke a string, but kept jamming, much to the
pleasure of my drinking companions and the baby
boomer dominated crowd. The favorite of the night
was an emotionally charged version of "If Jesus Had
a Sister." Some other personal highlights were Mish's
guitar licks on "Sudden Morning" and an acoustic
melody, "Imperfect Love" with Mish, Jake and
Denise (only wish I could've heard ·this song better
above the crowd noise- Anna's was packed!). I
should mention that guest star Julian MacDonough
played a sick drum solo during "500 lb. Gorilla" and
beat the toms into submission during the Monkey's
cover "I'm Not Your Steppin' Stone." Denise was
rockin' on her new keyboards- check out her slick
effects sometime.
Due to excessive alcohol
consumption,
my night ended
shortly after
one of my
favorite tunes
"Life Could Go
On."
Damn
this group for
creating
so
many
hangovers!
-Jen Peterson

NEW YORK :JIMMY and
the J.JVE FIVE
The DUSTY 4$s
The 38 Tavern .

.

With the paltry selection of swing shows that
occur in Bellingham, the very thought of seeing New
York Jimmy and the Jive Five with the Dusty 45's
breeds more than a little excitement in me. I know, in
Bellingham swing sucks, but I love it, and the rare
chance to see two of the best swing bands anywhere
near this area had me shuffling my work schedule and
even contemplating going to a bar by myself. And
with all that expectation, there was bound to be
disappointment. The Dusty 45s played their usual
tight, eclectic (they can pull off just about anything)
set, complete with requisite antics like standing on the
upright bass and setting the trumpet on fire. But the
crowd was sparse, and the energy and tricks these
guys put into their live show really requires an equal
amount of energy and enthusiasm from the crowd to
be very effective. Hopefully, the next time they come
to town, you all will bother to show up so I can have
a better time.

Photo By jacob Covey

New York Jimmy also played well as usual, but

matic mind of Lucas

their set seemed short, a little flat, and the band

Hicks, performed live

seemed tired. They've been touring a lot lately, and

for the first time. Akin

considering the lack of a crowd, there may just not

to

have been enough energy in the room to keep them

Pacer,

going.

sou nds emanated from

Mercifully, the set did not include their

the

now-defunct
amelodic

hallmark bastardization of Louis Prima's 'Jump,

Jill Brazil, but witb·i

Ji ve and Wail,' (lyric changed to 'Drunk Drive,

added

then Jail').

precision. Hot damn.

Maybe it didn't go over well in Los

intensity

Next,

Angeles. All in all, not their best show ever, which is

and

Monkey,

disappointing since NYJ generally has no problem

Monkey,

keeping the oversold 3B drunken and dancing until

entranced the audience

the bitter end. Oh well, there's always next time.

with

a

Monkey
thundering,

rasping, momentous,
and thoroughly enjoy-

-Kate Albright
Local Showcase: JILL BRAZIL

able

, MONKEY, MQ(IIKEY
ALBERT ROTUNDA
BASEMENT SWING

inflicting.

The 38 TAVERN

ride.

Awe

Third, Fat Albert
Rotunda

switched

musical gears to the
The first official show of the second

funk/swing portion of the evening. With covers

off to appease the plethora of finicky musicians

incarnation of the Fabulous 3B Tavern (it's not

such as Aretha Franklin, they played what the

and diverse audience.

was nice to see Justin from the Ryderwoods out

When asked about

And on a side note, it

the Doublewide any more, dummies). Alliance

kids wanted to dance to.

Skateboards helped sponsor the event, along

song preferences, I personally voted for the fast

and about.

with our very own What's Up magazine, in

song and they went with the slow one, but hey,

Showcase, then mark yo1,1r calendars early for

order to promote extraordinary local bands.

you never get what you want.

Judging from the sold-out crowd and line out the

Basement Swing f in a led. They offered up

door, mission accomplished. Those swing bands

a succinct 40's swing style--smooth and tight.

sure draw 'em in like moths to bug zappers.

Sari's clear, sassy voice was the icing on the

First up, Jill Brazil showcased true musical
ingenuity. The three piece, born from the enig-

If you missed this month's Local

March's extravaganza, sure to be another
crowd-pleaser.
-Jamie Donatuto

cake.
Expert soundman Bradley worked his ass

COMPACT DISC • CD-R
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Quality duplication is our specialty.
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Pip McCaslin.
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DAVID WEISS
FINGER NOISE

Instead, it's simply beautiful music that helps

havin' a good time.

you calm down after a hard day, give you that

dance and smile and jump around (OK, well not

calm that'll send you right to sleep.
Overall, this CD isn ' t for everyone, but if
God, David Weiss has been in town a
long time. He's the guy who's seen the trans-

you want to listen to some beautiful classical

me, but someone who's got more energy). All in
all, if you get a chance, go see these guys and
ask them for a copy of the CD, you'lllove it.

guitar, pick up his CD, you'll be glad you did.

formation of Bellingham 's music scene from
cover bands and arena rock to garage and

They make you want to

-Brent Cole
-Amy Marchegiani

through to indie rock. He's seen clubs open and
close. He's lived through the Bellingham music
scene now for years . Finally, after five years of
working on his latest album, we hear from the
godfather.

Rarely does a guitar player come along

"Fin ger Noise,"

which

was recently

I was given this di sk by Tom at Smash

released on David Weiss' BIMA , a collective

Your Guitar. He said, "you should really check
these guys out, they're amazing." I'd never

for Bellingham musicians, is a soft and beautiful
record. David the classical guitar, taking the lis-

heard of the band before, so I was a little skep-

tener through different sounds and feelings, but

tical, but what the hell, it's kinda my job.

always accentuating the beauty of the world.

The Generation are the reason my job's

If you're looking for the next big rock
band or the next big thing, you're not gonna find

that has the talent and creativity of Scott
Huckabay.

A man who truly knows, under-

stands, and feels his guitar (and this comes
through in his music).
Alchemy, the latest release from Scott, is
on locally owned label Soundings of the Planet.

pretty damn cool. I get the chance to hear local

It's an amazing album that highlights his techni-

bands, that for one reason or another, haven ' t

cal skill along with his ability to stretch the

it with David. He takes much more of a local

been playing many shows .

approach,

that'll end soon for The Generation.

tuning and is known as much for his skill as the

The music they play isn ' t going to blow
your mind with originality. Instead, you'll love

noises that he can make with his guitar.

him play a quiet, quaint coffeehouse instead of a
bar.

the energy and looseness of it. The Generation

fatal motorcycle accident, finds his inspiration
within the world of nature. After his accident, he

really

giv in g

th e

li stener

the

Bellingham vibe. You're more inclined to see

Well hopefully,

musical boundaries. He rarely uses a standard

Scott, who several years ago was in a nearly

Don ' t get me wrong, David isn 't "easy li s-

mix contains garage, wave, brit-punk, bringing

tening." This isn't elevator music; he features

together a three song collection of timeless hits.

rehabilitated himself by swimming with the

way too much of his heart and soul for that.

The songs are fun , perfect for drinkin' and

dolphins in Hawaii for a year which transformed

Hear the Dick and Janes play.

"Their parents must be terrorists because
it's the bomb!!" -What's Up Magazine
"A handy, dandy six-pack of songs that
will instantly please fans ... "
- The Everyother Weekly

BUYITNOWAT

Play, Dick and Janes, play .
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his life and his music. The beauty of his music

devoted ears, I'm sure.

can be likened to the soundtrack of the whales and

honorable rating of "penny candy":

This EP receives the

the world with in.

you with its sweetness and tends to make you

it hooks

But with all of this, I have one criticism:

binge on it. After the tape ended, I immediately

as is common with Sounding of the Planet

rewound it and played it again. As they say in

recordings, the CD is too produced.

the glitzy world of processed potato snacks

I've

noticed Scott has taken to more and more

Here's a rundown of some of the denH"
we've collected within the last couple of
months.

,"Once you pop, you just can't stop."
TIM

effects, but this takes away from his music. He
should drop most of the effects and continue to

LOCAL DEMOS

-K. Scott

concentrate on the sounds of the acoustic guitar,
the natural wood, and how the sounds resonate.
Either way, it's still a great album.
-Brent Cole
Vollume II started it off. They play a sort
of metallic and funky sounding blend of rock
with tranquilized vocals spread on top.

Slick

Watts were batting second and they came out
Of these two Elsinor artists, I started off
with Rat Cat Hogan.

This band has a pretty

first with a heavy song that I liked. The next
song was a ska piece and since I don't like ska,

unique sound, due in large part to the style of the

I will not attempt to judge it. The third song was

guitar; it sounds almost like a ukulele.

The

a punky little cover of Men At Work's "Down

vocals I have trouble with, though . Throughout

Under" and my favorite of their three songs. IV

the tape they don ' t seem to change much. The

were up next. The first song had an interesting

intensity of the songs were all along a straight

new wave quality to it. The second and third

I kept

songs both seemed eerily reminiscent of U2 to

line rather that shifting up and down.

My Friends & I appropriately batted

listening for the apex of the songs, but they

me.

never came. I guess I just prefer music with a

cleanup on this compilation. This band has a

stop and go feel to it and listening to this album

bluesy, funky vibe akin to G Love and Special

felt more like a train ride over flat land. But if

Sauce. I really liked that they employ keyboards

you're

se~rching

for an interesting and raw

in their music. My Friends & I are smooth like

sound coupled with slow, almost depressing

good scotch, and every bit as intoxicating.

vocals, then check this band out, I give this tape

Plush was next with a really thick and solid

the rating of "raw oyster":

Some people can

suck down a whole mess of them , yet other

sound.

They remind me a little of the Foo

Fighters. I would like to hear more from these

won't touch them due to the lack of bread

guys in the future. Pavlov Jones rounded out the

crumbs and deep frying.

field. They do what they do well, but they seem

On we move to Peter Parker with the
"reed" EP.

to lack a distinct style.

This group definitely suited my

Overall, this compilation was like a musi-

musical tastes better. The band mixes very solid

cal potluck: A lot of tasty dishes mixed in with

guitar and bass lines over strong and steady

some casseroles that could use some spicing up.

drums. The vocals are what really did it for me,

Please pass the Tabasco.

though.

FRIEDLANDER - Ten Sf"'""·

Tim's the guitar player for Fat Albert
Rotunda. but there's no funk going on
here. Just dark acoustic rock with really
haunting vocals. Hopefully a side project
he'll continue to pursue.
COLVILLE MELODY - Featuring the
ex-bass player from Five Gears in Reverse.
this tape is pretty interesting. having a
wcirded-out country vibe at times. but the
band still needs some work. Getting a real
drummer would probably help.
SIXTY SECOND BUFFER ZONE -

Rock. rock. and more rock. These guys
don't screw around. They try to he as
heavy and hard as possible. The opening
song is pretty cool. but they seem to the tr)
too hard after that.
I:\TERGALACTIC PLASTIC FA:\TASTIC -

Made up of members of ELDJ and the
Bumblebees. the band is at times like Ph ish
and at other times sounding much more
like old Zappa. I like the old Zappa.
SHATNER -I don't know if this is a band

anymore . It's made up of guys who used
to be much more involved in the
Bellingham music scene eight or ten years
ago. but have moved on since then. The
music, unfortunately. is pretty uninspired.
alt-rock with a pop twist.
CHEEP BASTARD - A live CD from a
show at Jimmy Z's. these guys play music
loud. hard, and fast. Not really my cup o ·
tea. hut good for those into it.

-Brent Cole

They were powerful and progressed

well, and the harmonies were head-bobbingly
delicious. The sdl!gs were all so poppy and
fun that I kept wanting to rewind each song
and listen to it again. As a bonus, they played
a really cool cover of the They Might Be
Giants' song ,"Don't Let's Start."

Normally

The Might Be Giants annoy the piss out of me,
so there's something to be said for a band that
can take a song that used to make you cringe and
turn it into a smile inducing sing along. I really
appreciated that the music on this tape wasn't
sparse. A lot of groups these days seem to have
holes in their music like a chain link fence, but
Peter Park has a brick wall of huge sound that's
revved up and refreshing. They deserve many

-K. Scott

BINARY
RECORDING
STUD10

Discount recording packages for bands
& musicians. • Includes free COs

j

Lots of tube mics, pre's,
digital and vintage gear
t

(360) 647-2337
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I showed up to the bar, nervous and anxious,
hoping to get the chance to meet Andrew Scott. I
looked and watched, wondering where he was
and how I would talk to him. Hours seemed to
go by, when finally the opening band, Neko
Case's " Boyfriends" (also known as the Sadies)
started playing. As I looked up at the stage, to
my disbelief, Andrew wasn't playing. What
the hell was going on? Where was my idol? I
almost left, but the music was hooking me in.
Kind of a spaghetti-western sound, with the
guitarists showing more skill and flare than
most of the bands who come through town. I
decided to sit it out, go ahead and see what Neko
Case and Her Boyfriends had to offer.
The Boyfriends played for quite a while,
and finally around midnight, Neko walked on
stage. Her backing band, all dressed in suits,
were primed and ready to go. She appeared a little
disheveled, a little unnerved. Maybe it was because
she was wearing street clothes and she felt out of
place. Maybe it was the large contingency of
fans (who I later figured out were family members). For whatever reason , she didn ' t look
comfortable. For a brief second I thought
about leaving.
Thank God I didn't.
As soon as Neko opened her mouth and
started to sing, the bar filled up with some of the
sweetest country sounds around. The 3B came
alive. You could feel the spirit of
Patsy Cline in the air as Neko
took control of the stage and
sang with the most beautiful and
commanding voice that I'd
heard.
· !nstantly, I was
transformed. I'd heard Patsy
Cline and had always been a
fan. But this was different.
This was more real. This
was Neko Case.
The history behind Neko is a
lot more colorful than most of the
musicians around. Born on
September 8th 1970 in
Alexandria Virginia (the
same date and place as
Patsy Cline) Neko was
an only child and an
Air Force brat. Her
parents were constantly moving until the age of
nine when they divorced.
She'd spend half of the year with
each parent, often times on archeological
digs with her stepfather (archeologist who
specialized in Native American and Pacific Island
cultures). She didn't have any brothers or sisters,
so Neko often just spent time alone entertaining
herself. This lead to her drawing and painting
and, eventually, playing music.
The one constant influence in her life
was her grandmother Mary Ann
Windon. She was the person who
turned Neko onto country

music, always listening to the likes of George
Jones, Loretta Lynn, Dolly Parton, and Patsy
This time alone and
Cline among others.
feeling of isolation comes through in her music.
With Neko's sultry voice, there's always a hint of
despair. Like any true country singer, her songs
are filled with the tales ·of love gone wrong.
Neko's solo project (this isn't her first foray
into the music world, having been in the punkabily
trio Maow and also The Corn Sisters) began after
the end of a six year relationship with a fellow
Vancouver musician.
"I sat down to write songs and they just
came out country", she says. "When you're writing, you appeal to your subconscious for help-that's where really good lyrics and melody all
come from."
With seven songs and no demo, Neko went
to Mint Records, the label who'd put out records
by Maow. She asked them if they'd be interested
in her project. Without even hearing any of the
songs, they said yes.
From there things took off. She got more
material together and collected some of her friends
and other musicians together to record "The
Virginia." Neko was able to enlist such notables
as Brian Connelly (ex-Shadowy Men on a
Shadowy Planet), Matt Murphy
(exSuperfriendz), Carl
Newman
(Smugglers)
and
Beez

e

x

Smugglers).
The
whole
experience of
recording

was a lot of fun for Neko, but at the same time,
one of the most trying and difficult in her life.
After the the album was released by Mint in
Canada, she was spotted at CMJ music conference by Bloodshot Records a Chicago label that's
very involved in the underground country scene.
They instantly fell in love with her and soon
released "The Virginian," in states. Once graduated from the University of British Columbia-Vancouver, shegave up her apartment and hit the
road, touring non-stop over the last year. Most
recently she toured with the kings of white-trash
rock, Southern Culture on the Skids.
As Neko's constant touring ended, she
headed into the studio to record the much anticipated follow up to "The Virginia." Recorded up
in Vancouver, Neko continuous to make country
music the way it's supposed to be made, heart and
soul. The material still needs to be mixed and
mastered, but when it's all completed, it'll be
coming out on Mint Records in the Canada and
Bloodshot Records in the states.
But for the time being, Neko's just trying to
get her feet back on the ground. She's currently
spending some time at her grandmothers house in
Sumas (the home of her country roots) and
thinking about the next move, which hopefully
will include having her first apartment in over a
year.
Neko's playing the 3B for the first time in
almost a year (a place that she lived in for a
month or so in the early nineties), so come check
out this country star.
-Brent Cole

(Neko Case plays the 3B on March 12th)
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VALENTINE S

DAY INTERVIEW
Valentine's Day marks the day of
giving

roses

'and

demonstrating

candies,

other

forms

affection to your sweetie.

and
of

Fittingly,

Valentine's Day also happens to be
the day that I spoke with singer/
guitar

player

pleasant
that

Riffle.

coincidence,

talking

effects

Chris

with

similar

pounds

of

considering

Chris

to

A

induces

receiving

two

chocolates

contentment. Chris's music mirrors
his personality; he exudes honesty,
romanticism,

intelligence,

and

optimism. Through his music, Chris
somehow conveys even the most
morose thoughts in an uplifting way.
The end product: a youthful and
endearing spokesperson for the gay ·
community.
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Chris may be sweet, but he is definitely not shy. Turning 21 years old on March
19th, Chris's age defies both his obvious
maturity and innocent face. However, his
confidence fuels the rapid recognition of
his voice and beliefs. Chris knows the
importance of gaining attention: "It's more
impressive to come out as being gay and
play music about it when you're young, so
that other people your age can relate to it."
At a young age. Chris learned how to
play the guitar from his
father. His father's roommates , Doug and Sally
Benecke, contributed to
Chris's musical upbringing as
well. by passing on their love
of jazz to Chris.
As a junior in high
school, Chris started a lounge
band with his friend Taya
Saber called Chrysler Stewart
and The Stewardesses. Chris
wrote the music and played
guitar while Taya took
charge of the lyrical and
vocal duties. They played
several house parties and
one amazing show at the
Humdinger House with The
Reeks and The Wrecks.
Chrysler Stewart and The
Stewardesses reached their
height of fame as the opening act at the Rock for
Choice"'concert at Western
two years ago. During this
time, Chris began writing
lyrics for himself. "Before, I
never really thought I could
sing. But then I started writing
and it was about personal
issues. I didn't feel like they
(the lyrics) really tied in with
the lounge band, and I
started going in my own
direction.'
Slowly, Chris gathered
people together to start his
own group. Taya signed on
as a bass player, Doug
Benecke joined in with his
mandolin, and Tony Pettit and Kristen AllenZitto added back-up vocals. Paul Tyler
Peterson manned the drums. Chris met
Paul at Fairhaven College: " I was teaching
a lab at Fairhaven and Paul was in my class.
There were several drummers in the class
and all of them wanted to play. Paul was
the only one who was shy about playing
and didn't really say anything . But he was
the best-- definitely amazing .'
Although currently on hiatus, Chris

attended Fairhaven College for two years
and focused on audio recording . At
Fairhaven. Chris gained valuable insight
about the direction with which he wanted
to take his musical endeavors. A songwriting
class taught by Marie Eaton was extremely
influential for Chris. Eaton. the Dean of
Fairhaven , resides as long-time member of
the group Motherlode, as well: Chris knew
Eaton's group welL "When I was growing
up, one of Motherlode 's songs was the first

song that I learned all the words to and
could sing because my mom loved
Motherlode. It was cool because I didn 't
even know that she was the Dean and I
would be taking a class from her.'
Eaton catalyzed Chris's song-writing
techniques; he completed his first real
songs in Eaton's class. Eaton emphasized
working on verses and avoiding repetition ,
two of Chris's difficulties. The class also
offered Chris exposure to a diverse group of

songwriters and their works. Most important,
however, the class provided Chris with feedback in response to his writing. Constructive
criticism and positive comments from the
class gave Chris direction and helped boost
his comfort in the public eye. The class
gave Chris a reason to write and a timeline
for completion . for the first time in his life.
After enrolling in an audio recording
class, Chris became friendly with the teacher,
Kevin Bressler. When Chris decided to record
his own record, he asked
Kevin to suggest plausible
studios. Kevin offered to
help Chris. at Fairhaven
instead , and Chris accepted.
Kevin engineered Chris's new
self-titled album wh ich is
slated to be re leased in
late March .
Local record label Fury
Records holds responsibility
for releasing Chris's first
album. Fury Records owner
Josh Sanchez also holds
down the fort at KUGS radio
station on Western 's campus.
Josh first heard Chris's work
when callers requested it on
Josh's radio show. Josh liked
what
he
heard
and
approached Chris in regards
to inking a deal with Fury.
Chris signed on the dotted
line
If you are familiar with
Fury , then you know that
their normal fare is heavy
rock, and Chris certainly
doesn't fit that description.
But Chris doesn 't mind that
his style deviates from the
other Fury bands; he feels
comfortable amidst the hard
rockers. Josh works diligently
on Chris's project. and to
Chris, that's all that matters.
Much anticipation surrounds Chris's up-coming
release. Many feel that his
recording will stir up much
needed attention concerning
important gay issues in the community.
Chris hopes that this is the case: 'It's the
main reason I play music. The thing that I
feel most positive about in my music is that
I may have an impact. Politically. that's
how I want to get involved. I like to write
songs about my experiences so that other
people can relate. and know that they're
not the only ones who have the same feelings."
Chris wears his positive outlook like a

brightly colored scarf. He concedes, "I
have faith that everything is going to
work out for the best. I've had so many
hard situations in my life that are very
depressing ... but I am optimistic. And a
romantic. " Music constitutes Chris's drug
against depression. For example, Chris
wrote the song "Everything Will Work Itself
Out in the End' one gloomy night to cheer
himself up. Although some of the song
contains melancholy lyrics, the final outcome conveys a positive attitude. Chris
reasons, "I like music that makes you feel
good. I have a few songs about losing my

optimism, about getting into the real
world and becoming jaded, but I felt a
lot happier after writing them." He purges
his depression with music.
Chris doesn't worry about negative
reactions to the subject matter in his songs.
He, his friends and his family constitute a
strong support network that keep each
other afloat. When someone that he cares
about is down , Chris often writes a song for
him or her. "Rock Star Girl' was written to

cheer up a sullen friend. "I would tell her
how great she was all the time, " Chris
explains, "and it just wasn't reaching her.
So, then I wrote a song about her and
played it to her, and she was so happy.'
Words mixed with music produce an
exponential effect.
In the future, Chris would like to
experiment with electronic drum and bass
beats. He is open to a variety of musical
styles including Brazilian, mainstream, jazz,
and pop. One of his biggest influences is
Donovan because Chris's father is a big
fan. Musicians such as Madonna, Bjork,
and Ben Lee all
rank high on Chris's
'I would like to play
with them" list. If
allotted a one song
duet
with
Madonna, "I would
definitely
chose
'Erotica',"
states
Chris. "I really like
Madonna's outlook
on sexuality -- she's
really open."
This interview
marked Chris and
his band mate
Kristen's one year
Valentine's
Day
reunion.
Last
Valentine's
Day,
they went into the
studio and recorded
mix tapes about
boys that they had
crushes on. Then,
they
gallivanted
into town, eating
ice cream and
melting
hearts.
Even a WTR bus driver was so touched
that he allowed
them to board the
bus with ice cream
in hand.
T h i s
Valentine's
Day,
Chris and Kristen
are together once
again to paint the town red. Although Chris
is currently single, he confided what would
make his Valentine's Day perfect: a sweet,
sensitive mystery boy arrives carrying a box
of assorted milk chocolates. They go to
dinner, perhaps Indian food. Then Chris
plays him a song ...

New CD Release "Finger Noise"
Now Available at
Cellophane
Avalon

everv mon
from
9:30PM 10 10:30PM

on
89.3 KUGS
l.ocal music brought
to JIOU IIJI

-Jamie Donatuto
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BELLINGHAM'S BEST BURRITOS

The original • Since 1993
Tequila Bar Now Open!
On the road to 100 Tequilas in stock!

How many more tequilas?
We are dedicated to bringing the ·
widest variety of Tequilas not only to the
Cantina, but to the Bellingham community.
The Fairhaven liquor store is now
adding a shelf dedicated to fine tequilas not
available anywhere else in NW Washington.
Other purveyors of fine alcohol, like the
Calumet and Dos Padres, are benefiting from
our research and tequila advancement!
1415 Railroad Avenue • Downtown Bellingham

738-TACO

Now Open Until 1am Wed-Sat
IS

Story by Jen Pee

Photos By Hal Alexander

The Dick and Janes are a famil'j. More so
the Osmonds. The'j ma'j not be related, but
the'j finish each other's sentences as twins
would. The'j're talented, funn'j, animated and all in
all just some real cool cats to kick it with. I spent an
evening with them, drinking wine...chillin'i learning
about their unit'j and their art.
Now, the Dick and Janes are pop. But, in no wa'j
whatsoever are the'j The Backstreet Bo'js. The'j've
recorded three times in the last 'jear, pla'jed live in
front of all ages at The Part'j on the Point, Ski to Sea
and, of course, Anna's Kadd'j Shack And the'j've still
. ~HJUIJLU time to record a CD with Bruce Harvie on Orcas
land. All this, and the'j've been gathering some
.,4%;.tl~lki~ ckin' vintage equipment. Did I mention the'j rock?

~ ' ). " • _ JP: Will you tell the story again
_;
"""'::; about the bartender giving you
'-·1t. ,. crabs...

Mlsh:
No.
Denise: nie real story is I was really hungry, I
went into the Beaver. they had already closed
down the grill, but I'm friends with Don, he had
these fresh cleaned crabs that this guy had
gotten and brought to him. That's the real
story. If you 're going to quote that say "Don at
the Beaver ...
Glno: ... gave us crabs."
JP: I know that Mish and Gino know each other
from school, but how did you hook up with Jake
and Denise?
Gino: Can I please tell the story about the first
time I ever saw you (to Denise)?
Denise: He'll tell it from his point of view and
then I'll tell it from mine.
Gino: I was in a show called the "King and 1"this is right after my junior year, I was up at
Western doing Summer Stock ... her sister was in
the show with me ... she said, during the run, you 'll
have to meet my sister. She came down one
night before the show, she was helping the little
kids with their makeup. She had on these Pour
Some Sugar On Me Jeans, with slashes all the
way down.
Denise: I'm from Ferndale!
Gino: She had the slashes really nice around the
ass. I was 17 and I was "aaaaaahh. " I said, "Hey

baby, what's up? What do you want to
do?"
Denise: What he said was, (Gino laughs)
"You're far too beautiful to be having a
conversation with me." Is that a pukefest
or what? (laughs)
Gino: So that's how I met her.
Mlsh: We all met doing theatre ... Gino's
the guy in the 8th grade who used to
grab my ass.
JP: And did you meet Jake through
theatre too?
Jake: Actually Gino and his father and a
whole bunch of other people who knew
each other. were going to start a theater
company- actually they did.
Gino: Actually you guys did it.
Jake: We continued doing the show, and
I kept doing some of the Theatre Guild
"scene".. and I met Denise through her
mom; her mom was my roommate once.
We were all finally in shows together ...
Gino: And we had just spent so much
time together, that friendships just
developed.
Jake: I think what happened with you
and me was that we were in ...
Gino: Amadeus.
Jake: Amadeus, but also before that we
were in "Ordinary People" and there was
a 3-string guitar in the green room and I'd
pick it up and start playing a little blues

)
J

Jake Jacobson- Bass Guitar

player, I played bass, Gino
played drums ... at the Theatre
Guild it was called "Angry
Housewives."
Denise: It's a rock musical.
Jake: Well actually it had rock, it
had ballads, it had some pretty
difficult stuff and Gino was
reading the score ... and
played really well.
Gino: One of the many times
that we worked together as
musicians ... ! mean we worked
a lot together as bands before
we were ever bands. Which
was really cool and I think has a
lot to do with why we stayed
together and have done as
much as we have together.
While the Dick and Jones is literally 3 months old, we've
been doing music projects
together as a core group for
thing and you'd say, "Wait. wait. what's that?
Whaddya doin' ... " we had a musical connection. .. Gino and I started doing things together ...
Gino: He'd come over to my house and record
songs and he taught me a lot about guitar,
because'rdidn't play guitar till was 23. I've only
been playing a year longer than Mish. And Mish
has been going on 2 years.
JP: You seem to switch up instruments a lot, and
maybe directed more specifically to Mish, what
instruments do you all play?
Jake: I play bass and guitar and some drums.
But the thing about bass and guitar is that
they're basically the same thing. If you become
a competent enough guitar player ...
Gino: I think they're different enough to say you
play the bass and guitar. I think lots of people
play the bass and guitar. Because one is the
rhythm and one is melodic ...
Joke: To be proficient. yeah, on the bass, and to
be proficient on the guitar- yeah ... l won't say
I'm proficient in either one ... but I know how to
play each one the way they're supposed to be
played. But Mish can pick up the bass and play
the bass, because of her guitar knowledge.
JP: And you play keyboards too (to Mish) ...
Mlsh: Yeah, I took 7 years of piano.
Joke: And Gino plays drums and he's very good.
We did a show, and Denise was the keyboard

5-6 years.
Jake: It's been a progression of trying things out.
making mistakes. realizing that's not what we
want to do necessarily, refining it. trying it again ...
Gino: But for the first time this is what we've all
set out to make-we're finally all together making the music we want to make.
Denise: Mish had set out to be an actress ...
JP: That's actually something I was going to ask,
knowing you all have acting backgrounds ...
while performing at Anna's every Saturday in the

last year, you maintained your enthusiasm or
seemed to, making eye contact with each
other, and with the audience: how many times
did the thespian in you come out, just to make it
through the show and still look like you're into it?
(Laughs all around)
Everyone: Never.
Mlsh: Not one time.
Gino: I can't t~ink of a single time when I
haven't been completely hdppy to perform.
(laughs)
Jake: (seriously) It's the most fun thing that I can
think of- to play music ... it's the most fun thing in
the world.
Gino: I've been mad or sick ... I can honestly say
every time I've gotten up on stage, if I was in a
bad mood when I went on, by the time I finished
the set I felt good.
JP: Do you think you'll ever record any of the
covers you do live, on CD?
Gino: We've intended to record one. Because
it's the only one so far we feel-correct me if I'm
wrong-it's the only one I think we feel we've
really created something.
JP: So Denise, who do you like better Mish or
Gino?
Gino: Oh my God! Just that you would make
Mish feel bad like that...it's awful I think.
Denise: I think I like Jake better than both of
them combined.
JP: How was the new name derived?
Gino: I can't tell you how it was derived, I can
tell you how it makes me feel. It makes me think
of everyone in my generation. If there's any-

body I want to identify with it's them.
Joke: We thought about names for months.
JP: What were the losers?
Mlsh: Speed Limit: 50 Miles An Hour.
Joke: Ivan the Shirt.
Gino: Big Nerd and the Kickmes.
Mlsh: But you can't spell "The Kickmes" and I
dare you to try.
Gino: It looks like "The Kickmuz" and we can't be
the "Kickmuz."
(CIGAREnE BREAK)
JP: What's in your stereo right now, each of you?
Mlsh and Denise: Velvet Underground!
Joke:
I like the
Cranberries a lot...llisten to the Allman
Brother's a lot. I like to
play along with
Dickey Betts, because
he's my guitar inspiration.
Denise: We've been
listening to Paul Simon
and Peter Gabriel
lately.
Mlsh: Oh yeah, Henry
Mancini ...
Denise: Hanky Tonk
Piano ...
Gino: Thumbs Tubby.
JP: Let's say your
album is "Gn the
Billboard Top 20 of
1999 and Puff Daddy approaches you to do a
remix of one of your songs, say "Butterflies,"
would you do it?
Jake: That'd be cool, how much would he pay?
Gino: I believe we'd fight about it, and then end
up doing it.
Mlsh: Uh, no.
Gino: I've wanted to have this question for
sometime. And I would like to say to any bad ass
mutherfucker that's out there that would turn
down a 20 million dollar opportunity ...
Mlsh: ...to play the Super Bowl ...
Gino:
... yeah to lip-sync the Super Bowl,
because he was too artistically rooted to do sol would like to shake his hand, right before I go on
and get the 20 million dollars.
JP: It seems like the song writing varies, but in
what order do you put music with lyrics?
Mlsh: It varies how we write our songs, we write
together, we write apart ... it's pretty equal ...
Gino: Other times a person will finish just barely
a start of a song and another person will come in
and finish it...
Mlsh: Or finish it with them.

Gino: We challenge each other.
Mlsh: We do challenge, remember, "This is my
answer to Getting Nowhere, your turn. Write 3
songs by the end of February."
JP: Say you get real famous and they want to do
a movie about the band like "Prince Purple
Rain ·- what part would you make sure they left
out?
Denise: Over the years we've had a lot of disagreements and "fuck you's.. .. "
JP: So Cynthia, Carrie, Judy and Jon are real
people?
Denise: I am Carrie.

Gino: Yeah, I write from my life. I haven't figured
out yet, how to do it otherwise, but I'm sure I will
be forced to figure it out sometime.
Mlsh: I could write about your life and you could
write about mine, cause we know each other so
well ...
Gino: That's true.
JP: So who are your influences?
Gino: The Posies and the Beatles, the Posies were
the Beatles I found first. And beyond them ...Ben
Folds ... the Barenaked Ladies (laughs)- that'll be
really good with mainstream ... that's really itthose are the cats.
Mlsh: Liz Phair makes me want to write. All those
angry chicks that rock; PJ Harvey made me want
to write music .. .
Joke: For me it's mainly southern United States
music- rhythm and blues. I think it's important
for a musician to understand the blues, even if
they don't play it. And it's really not hard to
understand. In our music, we're trying to make it
so every note counts, there'sa reason for it; I get
that from the rhythm and blues ....
Denise: Motown, baby. Motown, motown,

motown. The Supremes, Smokey Robinson and
the Miracles, Aretha all the way, that's about
it. I'm a motown freak. I love the Beatles, I
love Liz Phair, PJ and I'm a
Velvet
Underground aficionado , I've read every
Andy Warhol biography there ever was, I love
all that shit, it fascinates me ....
(ANOTHER SMOKE BREAK)
JP: So who is this Michelle Swor character?
Gino: (boldly and loudly) Michelle Swor and why
is she useful? Let me count the ways. (laughs)
Denise: She come to all our gigs, so we figured
we'd put her to work.
Gino: She naturally fit
into the road manager spot. There's a lot
of
administrative
duties that go into a
single live show. It
becomes difficult to
focus on the music
and she lets us do
that.
Mlsh: We let her boss
us around.
Joke: I'm the first one
that
liked
her .. .Michelle would
walk to our gigs from
downtown
to
Fairhaven and then
walk home at night in
the Winter. That's
dedication, devotion.
JP: So on a typical night at Anna's, what will you
be doing?
Michelle: I help them to make sure everything
sounds okay. I make sure everyone gets there
when they're supposed to get here, with the
things they're supposed to have. I'm mostly
there to make sure the evening goes well for
them, so that they con concentrate on their
show and not on the details.
JP: You need to teach her to play drums...
Denise: That's what I was going to say!
Gino: 2 years, 3 hours a day, you can be in the
band.
JP: Like I said, they are a family. (Just don 't ask
about cannibalism or which band member
would be the most nutritious .. .)
The Dick and Janes CD can be purchased
at your local Cellophane Square. Catch them
live at Anna's Kaddy Shack the first Saturday of
each month (look for them March 6th).
Info/Booking:
www.thedickandjones.com or 360-752-3902.
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I hate groupies. I coul d never understand
the crazed generation of El vis fanatics . Or the
obsessive, shrieking teenage fans who latched
themselves onto The Bea tl es. Or the delirious, nomadic hippies that r oamed the earth
following The Grateful D ead.
I never
understood how the gener i c music fan could
become so fixated on just on e band. Until
Eureka Farm.
I was introduced to Eureka Farm in 1997,
under the alias of Shed , the band's origina l
name . And since then, I have witnessed the ir
sporadic growth, including a name change,
Spare, the addition and subtra <::ti o n of mem bers, and the conception of new musical
dimensions created by elements of sa xo phone, bass clarinet, and moog . Then the
recent, informal engagement to Loosegroove
Records. The summation of these years gone
by has shaped the band know n today a s
Eureka Farm. I took the opportun ity to follow
the EF boys as they embarked on the ir journey
into 1999. Since the release of their deb ut CD ,
" Analog ," on Distropolis, a subsidiary of Loosegroove, they have become increasingly active on the stage . The attention brought on
from the li ve acts has reflected the true potential that germinates w ithin this band . Arman Bohn is the genius beh ind th e songwriting
and the brilli a nt flare in the quirky, harmonic vocals . Jason McGerr, the backbone which supports this band w ith his ski llful ability to
layer every p ulse, every beat with dynamic grace. Chuck Keller, the Zen master of lo-end depth and style. David Reuben , spec iali zing
in the art of multi-tas k ing through his capacity to command three separate instruments. The unification of these four musicia ns has
gen erated an escalation of conceptual , reverberating music unparalleled to other groups in the pop/ rock genre.
Now, let me attempt to take you on this musical adventure which began on Tuesday, January 19th at The Show bo x in Sea ttle.
I was quite impressed w ith the size of the audience seated in the lounge area a waiting the evening's performance, w hich consisted of The Tokyo Drifters, The Quabs,
and Eu~eka Farm headlining. In turn, EF modestly took to the stage in the most
unobtrusive manner, opening the set with "Headache," a bent pop song that immediately demanded attention . A small crowd materialized in front of the stage as the
set continued to roll through tracks from the CD. Abstract images of space, science,
and literature w ere projected into the background, adjoined by the phonetic wizardry,
producing a soundtrack to this musical episode. At one point, Arman was illuminated
by a page f ro m the dictionary, and Chuck's shadow was silhouetted by a rotating planet suspended in o uter space. The moment couldn't have been more symbolic of the
band as a w hole and each musician as an individual. Those who remained for the
entire sho w w ere privileged to hear two new songs, "Escalati ons" and "Spare, "
which had been previously unrecorded at this time . Both songs represent how far
0
this band has come in its quest to manipulate pop and progressive rock into a
..0
mass of psychedelic, poetic, symphonic music. The set was cut short only because
0
u
Jason broke a kick drum head in the middle of "The Three." But despite the inhi..!!.
bition, he kept the pace consistent and finished the tune, w ith covert ease, via the
floor tom.

~

u

The next show was scheduled for January 25th at 20th Century Bowling Lanes
in Bellingham . This was a benefit for the Bellingham Food Bank, as well as a Rock
'N' Bow l b irthday party for KUGS' 25th anniversary. There was a small amount of
skepticism because the bowling lanes are not frequented for rock shows, but the set
w ent surpri si ng ly w ell. The sound was sufficient for the cause and the energy level
was ele vated d ue to the added activity. EF played tw o sets of undeniably fabu lous melodies ; spiraled through the hypnotic rhythms of "Shed," "The Three" and
"Teleprompte r," twisted by the cryptic harmonies sung on "Adrenalin" and
"Headache, " and contorted by the vigorous fervor of "Wake Up" and "Jupiter."
Those in attendance, who were not distracted from the occasional strike, were
mesmerized by the uniqueness radiating from this rock opera taking place at a
bo w ling alley. The p eculiarity of performing in this type of environment only

highlighted the eccentricity and
transcendence which are representative of this band.
February 15th at The
Fenix was a turning point for
Eureka Farm. It was a Monday
night, President's Day, and EF was
booked to play a benefit for JAMPAC, an active committee in support of protecting the Northwest
music
scene .
Loosegroove
Records featured a showcase
composed of Eureka Farm as the
opener, then Amateur Lovers,
Luma, and Balthazar, featuring
Skerik of Critters Buggin'.
I had the solitary pleasure of
catching a ride down to the show
with the EF boys, which gave me an
inside perspective as to how this
band prepares for a gig . What I
absorbed was not entirely different
from any other road trip with a small group of friends . There was lots of laughter, singing, and talk of future plans. John Coltrane
and Miles Davis provided the inspiration during the voids of conversation. An early Shed tune, " Dating Life," and old Roscoe P.
Soultrain (the former band for both Chuck and Dave) donated a bonus of nostalgic amusement. Upon arrival in Seattle, I casually
asked the boys if they had any sort of band ritual they perform before shows. "Pray," says Arman. "Draw straws for the bathroom,"
says Chuck. "Nope," says Dave. And Jason adds, "N o, we don't really have anything we do. I think it's just telepathic when we
get on stage."
Eureka Farm began their set at 9pm in front of a very small crowd. Yet, it was obvious from the first song ... it was on. They

opened the set with "What's Her Name," a song done by the
original group, Shed, and released on a self-titled cassette EP.
This was the first time Eureka Farm had played the song for an
audience since the alteration of the original band. And as
Chuck said after the show, "It felt like we were playing a cover
song." The set phased into "Headache, "Wake Up," "Jupiter,"
"Sandcastles" and they ended the zealous rock set with
"Adrenalin." As the crowd began to filter in, the buzz began to
spread. I was asked several times, "What's the name of this
band?" or "Who is this?"
Even the celebrated Skerik
announced he was too intimidated to go on stage after witnessing such a supernatural performance. They were loose, but
amplified expertise. They were humble, but ignited exhilaration. Simply put ... they were good. As they exited the stage,
the consensus from the cheering crowd was in full agreement .
. . they were very good.
The journey home was tamed by the exertion spent on the
evening's performance, which left a lot of room for contemplation. As I watched the blurred landscape pass along the 1-5
corridor, I came back to the phenomenon of those passionate,
spirited beings, known as groupies who attach themselves to
some imagined musical prodigy. Why? And why does this
occurrence repeat itself with each passing generation? As
the rusty wheels of philosophy rotated within my mind, I could
only contemplate that there is one thing all of the cherished
icons of society have shared throughout the constancy of time
. . . the ability to revolutionize the present state of mind.
Hence, Eureka Farm.
-Kerensa Whight
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Karl Alvarez: Bass
Stephen Egerton: Guitar
Bill Stevenson: Drums
Chad Price: Vocals

In a time when bands last about as long as a paper cup, it's nice to see a band that has been
doing consistently great for over a decade. That band is ALL. ALL first formed out of its parent
band, The Descendents back in 1986/1987. Their style is pretty much the same ripping pop-punk that The Descendents had a hand
in inventing. ALL is indeed the "total extent," as they say. They live their lives to the fullest. Instead of settling tor part time gigs and
occasional touring, ALL has put ALL they have into their music. With a tour ethic that could take years to unravel, ALL is constantly
living life on the road, or at their "compound" in Ft. Collins, Colorado. You would think these guys would take some time off! Not
ALL. When they aren't on the road, they are in their studio, "The Blasting Room," recording and producing. Bill Stevenson (drums)
and Stephen Egerton (guitar) have been cranking out recent recordings for such acts as Lagwagon, Hagfish, and Shades Apart. In
the past they have recorded for acts like Big Drill Car, Chemical People, and Zeke. They have recently started their own record label
too: "Owned & Operated Records." It's business as usual, and with the 1998 release of "Mass Nerder" on Epitaph Records, ALL has
been tearing up the road as expected. They also just released a remixed/remastered greatest hits
·
album simply titled "ALL." I recently took some time andt..a~lk~e~d~w;ith~B~illpPf,.~-"'~:
Stevenson about the eternal quest for ALL.
!!!"

Jay: Roughly, how many tows have you guys done?
Bill: Best estimate ... let's see 1/2 dozen tours a
Jay: How do you compare what ALL is doing
now to what you guys were doing back in Bl
90, or95?
Bill: In the eighties. there was a lot more experimentation. We played a lot with odd time
signatures. and really if you listened to our
albums, they were ill focused and the albums
had a lot of different sounds. But. this was also
good because it gave us room to grow. Like
now, we have found ways to grow. but still
add. Records are a lot more focused. and I

year for 15 years so what's thaL90!
Did I say 90? Man!
Jay: So you don't vacation often.
Bill: I'd like to.
Jay: I know you guys drink pots of coffee a
day, have you ever overdosed?
Bill: I think you just sort of burn. I mean, you're
on tour, and you're drinking 6.10.15 cups a
day, by the end of the tour you're just shot.
But on a day-to-day basis, never. Except have
you ever noticed how like sometimes when
you're drinking coffee and it has that adverse
effect and instead of getting you going you
just get like ... mean?

Jay: Yeah, that's me today. Half a pot. and
grumpy. I know the feeling.
Bill: Totally.
Jay: Tell me a little something about The
Blasting Room, Owned & Operated Records,
and the whole scene.
Bill: The compound here is a commune meets
a corporation. I mean. we got 25-30 people
here. The practice space. the studio, the
label. Shirt pressing. I can see Joe Young now,
he's doing Mass Nerder shirts.
Jay: Cool. It seems that Ft. Collins is getting
kind of a scene. It makes me want to move
there.
Bill: You wanna move here?
Jay: No.

Bill: Yeah. it's cool here. There are a lot of
great bands: Wretch Like Me, Tanger, and
this band called Someday ... !. they're fucking great.
Jay:
This is your first time playing
Bellingham. What do you think about
Washington in general?
Blll: Um. Washington ... llike it. I mean I'm
from the West Coast so it's always cool.
yeah.
Jay: Where do you see rock music
going? I see it going down the tubes.
Blll: Yeah, I don't know. You know. I
thought for awhile those electronics
were coming back. You know, like that
Prodigy shit. What do you think?
Jay: I don't know. You see that a lot in
today's "metal.· if that's what you
call it. I'm not sure. I don't like what
I'm seeing, though.
Bill: Yeah. I'm too out of the loop.
Jay: What about punk?
Bill: Punk. (long pause) Yeah. I don't know
about punk. There's too much money in it
now. You have to suspect everything.
Jay: Tell me a little about Scott Reynolds' (former ALL singer) new band.
Bill: They're called The Pavers. and they are
the best songs I have heard Scott write. I
mean, The Goodbye Harry stuff was a little
more thrown together. This stuff is good. He
sent me a whole tape with just him and guitar.
Then he sent me another with the whole
band. They sound awesome.
Jay: Are you going to get Zeke back into The

Blasting Room?
Bill: I'd like too.
Jay: What are your future Blasting Roam projects?
Bill: Let's see ... Lagwagon. No Use for a Name.
and Mustard Plug just finished.
Jay: Who would you like to see get in there?
Bill: Nobody. That's just it. the phone keeps
ringing.
Jay: So. you'd like to take that vacation.
Bill: Yeah!
Jay: Can you get My Name to do another
record?

Um. I guess. They are one of the best
bands ever. Yeah. I'd put it out.
Jay: Tell me about the new "ALL ·
album.
Bill: It's rod. It's going to be a way for
people to check out ALL without
being at risk. It's definitely for new
fans and old. I mean, sonically all the
songs have a similar sound. and it's
rod.
Jay: I saw once where Karl said something like .. .if you like the Descendents.
cool... check out ALL. If you like the
Descendents and hate ALL. tuck you.
Do you get that a lot... meaning people
liking The Descendents· and not liking
ALL?
Bill: Hey, that's all right. I don't care. I
mean. The Descendents have that
"Geek Cool" that really doesn't have a
lot to do with the music. That's fine.
Jay: Last question. Where do you see for
the future of ALL?
Bill: Between Mass Nerder and the new
comp, there is a good foothold for newer
fans as well as for the ones that have
already been converted.
ALL CENTRAL PO BOX 36 Fort Collins, CO 80522
www.ollcentrol.com

(See ALL with Less Than Jake, Good Riddance, and
Limp@ WWU Viking Union 3/11/99)
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This Is Spinal Tap
Director: Rob Reiner_Cast: Christopher Guest,
Harry Shearer, Michael McKean
Pickford Cinema
April 2 & 3 - Midnight
For those of you who have never seen
This is Spinal Tap, you'll soon have a chance
to experience first hand the brilliant pseudo
rockumentary that spawned some of the best
and funniest catch phrases in rock and roll
history. "Turn it up to eleven," spontaneously
combusting drummers, and a zucchini in the
trousers all come from Rob Reiner 's 1984
comic masterpiece, a "rockumentary" about a
heavy metal band a little past their prime.
Reiner stars as documentary filmmaker
Marti DiBergi who follows Spinal Tap on
their American tour promoting their latest
album "Smell the Glove." David St. Hubbins
(Michael McKean), Derek Smalls (Harry
Shearer) and Nigel Tufnel (Christopher

March 5th - II th:

Guest) are Spinal Tap, a band that's been
together for 15 years. In an attempt to revive
their waning popularity, they put out an album
and go on a tour fraught with complications
caused by girlfriends, petty back-stabbing and
monster egos. The trouble begins with a slew
of mishaps, including a compromised album
cover, creative differences over the band's
image, and stage set disasters. Adding to the
tension, David invites his opinionated girlfriend on the tour. One final fiasco involving a
miniature Stonehenge set causes their manager
to quit. Without the consent of the other band
members, David makes his girlfriend the new
manager leading to a series of misbooked
shows and causing Nigel to quit the band. The
band struggles through some miserable shows
without their lead guitarist who eventually
rejoins the band, bringing back their old
manager. The newly reformed Spinal Tap
goes on to a highly successful tour in Japan
and all is well...
One of the best things about This is
Spinal Tap is that it manages to include and
poke fun at just about every aspect of 1980s
heavy metal bands. Beginning with the sell-out
hypocrisy of their overnight transformation
from peace loving hippies in the 60s (with hits
like "We Are All Flower People") to the skintight leopard-print spandex wearing metal
heads that are Spinal Tap, and ending with the

successful Japanese tour, Reiner 's film misses
nothing. Stuffed pants, girlfriend/managers,
dead drummers--it's all there and it's all
hilarious.
The primary reason for all this hilarity
is the interaction of the characters themselves
and the understated, absurd dialogue. In one
interview Nigel plays a gentle tune on the
piano and compares himself to Bach and
Mozart.
Marty: It's very pretty.
Nigel : You know, just the simple lines intertwining, you know, very much like--I'm really
influenced by Mozart and Bach, and it's sort of
in between those, really. It's "like a Mach
piece, really. It's sort of...
Marty: What do you call this?
Nigel: Well, this piece is called "Lick My
Love Pump."
Spinal Tap is so serious, so earnest, and
so ridiculous. This is satire at its finest, and
not to be missed. As one reviewer cleverly
stated, it "does for rock and roll what The
Sound of Music did for hills." On a scale of
one to ten, this flick rates an "eleven."
-Kahn "Flick" O'lntress
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Dancing at Lughnasa-

Drama set in Ireland and
starring Meryl Streep \\ho brings the story to life, rated PG
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The Eel - 1997 Cannes Award Winner- A Japanese
film about making a new start in life, not rated
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Down In The Delta - Ma)a

Angelou's tale of a famil)
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Hands On A Hard Body

-Documentary about a truck
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s t iII crazy - Humorous tale of a fictional 70's English rock
band \\ho reunite for a 20th annhersary gig. rated R
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My America,
My Neuroses
God bless America! The place where professional
wrestlers can become successful politicians. The country
whose Army can bully whoever we want, whenever we
want (remember the Alamo). The nation that invented
baseball, Baywatch, blue jeans and the belly flop. Land of
the free, home of the brave. Each month I will devote this
column to taking a closer look at some truly American
topics. Thus, we can all come in closer contact with
this motherland of ours, and our patriotic glands will
swell with bastard pride. (Exchange students, illegal
immigrants and Canadians will be kindly asked to stop
reading this now for your own protection. Jealousy is a
bad thing. And deportation is worse.) Today I wou ld
like to take some time to glorify the unique institution
known to all as the Dollar Store. Yes, those wonderful
places full of generic crap and some brand name overstock, all for a truly tasty and tangibly tiny price of, you
guessed it, on a dollar (plus tax, where applicable). I
have no job (as if the fact that I have time to spend
writing something as stupid as thi s doesn't give it away
already), and therefore have plenty of time to spend
scrutinizing various dollar stores and dutifully reporting my findings to you, the nameless, faceless readers
who will never thank me for my efforts which I receive
no pay or gratuities for and which I have already
deemed stupid so as not to disappoint you or make you
to feel guilty. Anyway, I shall proceed now with my
observations (and I mean it, all you foreigners: Put this
down now!).
Upon walking into one of these now noted Dollar
Stores today, I was immediatel y drawn to a shelf of
feminine hygiene products (which only further alludes
to what a creepy guy I am). After wiping the slobber
off my chin, I noticed they had five different obscure
' brands of douche. Not to mention the vast array o(
different scents (silly me, I almost called them flavors). Is there a big enough market for douche for
someone to say to themselves, "Ya know, that
'Summers Eve' stuff costs an arm and a leg. The
female community needs a low cost alternative and
damnit I'll provide it' Watch out world douching isn't
just for the rich bitches anymore. Say hello to 'Frugal
Douche"' The existence of one generic douche amazes
me, let alone five. l can imagine this guy calling up his
mother - "Mom, hi. Remember that inheritance that
Dad left me when he died last year? Well, I got a hot
tip from a buddy on Wall Street and I sunk it all into
anew douche company. He told me 1999 is going to
be the year of the douche. .. ant me to get you some
samples, Mom?" Enough of the banter, let's move on
to the medicine section.
First, l notice something out of place the heartburn
anti-gas liquid shouldn't be stocked in the medicine section, it should be at the counter next to the highly volatile
hot-peppered beef jerky. Do the people that eat this jerky 11
actually have something against their colon?
Consuming the stuff would be the gastric equivalent to
eating a. grenade. One of those foods that make s you
wish you refrigerated you toilet paper. The reason

behind that strange dream yo u have after eating
Mexican food about the "Anal-Fire Department." But
enough imagery for now. We best move along and peek
at the rest of the section. Ah , the medicine section of a
dollar store ; Friend of unemployed pitiful druggies
everywhere. Boxes of decongestant, antihistamine, and
cold pills mingling seducti vely wi th bottles of cough
syrup and generic Nyquil. Imagine this orgy of overthe-counter inebriant all attractively priced for a buck.
For a mere five spot you can relive the best parts of
high school all over again. (Right now I'm chock-full
of cold caplets, so I've forgotten what I was writing
about and I can't reread it because my eyes appear to
have stopped working. Good luck to the editor, and on
to the next subject.) Would you now enjoy a visit to the
housewares section? Of course you would. Here we
go.
First off in this magic land of culinary tools and
gadgetry, I encounter a large meat-fork whose package
boasts, "never needs sharpening." Apart from those
family reunions where we all chase a wild boar with
kitchen utensil s, I can't imagine why anyone would
need their meat-fork sharpened. Next, l notice a "Set of
100 Stirrers." Although they appear to be your average
run of the mill white plastic coffee stirrers, they ' re different because they come in a "set." Thus, apparently
making them collectable, much like baseball cards or
stamps. But that's not all , smart shoppers. I also found
microwave bacon racks in the housewares section. Yes
indeed, stacks and stacks of microwave bacon racks and
all within even the baggiest of the bag ladies price

ucing the first Hallmark ofBad Taste in a series of many. Cut it out and
give it to a special friend or keep it for your own personal enjoyment.
Be careful with those scissors!
I
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range (though the microwave is another story. Not only are they expensive, but they're hard to carry around.) Enough of the housewares already. Let's move on, finally, to the
items which can not and will not be stationed to the confines of a section.
These ar-e the items that seem to exist only to defy logic. Take, for instance, the hot pink skull pencil cap eraser. In my unregarded opinion I believe that the notions of 'hot
pink' and 'skull ' end to cancel each other out. The word 'satanic Barbie' comes to mind. And that's just not right. Next, I come across "Smack Ramen Noodles" at eight packages
I
for a dollar. Although quite a bargain, the word 'smack'
conjures up the two traits of pain and withdrawal in me. I
11 r
1 li don ' t know about you, but pain and withdrawal tend to

~-----------~~~-----~
But I'm still troubled by the I
I
d
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Michael Bolton article at the
t r·m e....

... please never
look me in the eye again.
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make me lose my appetite. (Quick hint for food companies;
onomatopoeais violent in nature should not adorn food packaging. For examples of violent onomatopoeia, study
fight scenes from the old Batman TVshow.) The last
thing I will tell you about is scary indeed. Vegetarians
and vegans be cautioned: this could get gristly. Not
grisly, gristly. Because the item I found is none other
than "Potted Meat Food Product." It's composed of
ground, cooked, pulverized, canned and thankfully seasoned bits of various so-called meats not fit for hot dogs or
even Spam. The lowest of the low on carnivore wish lists,
this is a product that would make cannibalism look good. I
predict it will soon come to light that several members of
the Donner Party had in fact many cans of "Potted Meat
Food Product" between themselves, but decided they'd
rather eat each other than the dreaded meat concoction in
the tiny cans.
And with that prediction I will close this first installment
of "My America, My Neuroses." (If any of you dear readers
feel compelled to shower me with gifts, I like money, drugs
and non-sexual rubber toys. Send them to me C/0 this here
publication.)
-K. Scott

subject matter of the questions. In the
first month, the questions were
much more sexually charged
while last month they dealt
with much more mundane
and trivial subject mallet:
Is this purely by chance,
or do you have more
trouble dealing with
the sexually explicit
questions due to
your overwhelming
sexual inadequacies?

Dear Alan,
My question has two parts:
1) How do you think the Mariners are
going to do this year?
2) Do you think the Mariners are going
to get a second half boost when they
move into the new stadium?
Signed,
The Mariner Moose

Dear Moose,
Thanks for coming to me with this
question. Not many people know this,
but I am ?m avid Mariners fan. In fact ,
when people ask me about the
Mariners, I say "I gotta love those
guys." So, for the first part of your
question , let's say that your team has
had a really remarkable year. You win
occasionally, you lose with grace, and
you spit with unmatchable poise.
Well, that's nice, but it really doesn't
do anyone any good. The better you
do, the more other people across the
country will be disappointed with their
home teams. So it pans out. The happier we are, the sadder others are. You
have to think of your brothers and sisters. As far as the second half of your
question goes, I think the Mariners'
stadium has helped out innumerable
construction workers, some of wh ich
are big Mariners fans, and that certainly
can't hurt. I'm sure that if any of them
can afford tickets , they will be rooting
passionately for you, and that kind of
support always leads to victory. So
chin up, Mr. Moose, this year should be
better than average and less spectacular
than perfect, but certainly better than
pathetic, year for the home team.
Dear Alan,
After reading your column last
month, I noticed a stark difference in

While I appreciate the fact
that you've been reading my column,
it would be more appropriate to ask
these questions in a personal letter. Of
course, all the questions come directly
from our readers, so I have no control
over the content. I simply try to
answer questions in the most helpful
way possible. And I would hardly say
that my sexual inadequacies are "overwhelming." I think my counselor
1 would agree. I have been functioning
in a sexually "acceptable" fashion for
many months now and no longer feel
that "normal" sex is an "insurmountable obstacle only practiced by
depraved psycho-sexual lunatics." Sex
is alright. It's normal. I like it just fine.
Please tell your nympho , libido-laden,
mattress-backed boyfriend hello for
me.
P.S. I will be able to afford a bus
ticket home soon. Please wear the
terry-cloth monke y suit. Thanks.
Love you. SO much.
Dear Alan,
ff it's a penny for your thoughts, why
do you have to put your two cents in?
Auntie Up
Dear Auntie,
I believe that the answer to this
question has to do with the ego. Now,
most people don't give a damn about
anyone's thoughts save their own.
But, most folks do want to seem like
decent, caring individuals. So they
weigh their impulses, and make a
compromise. They'll ask you what
you think, thereby leading you to
believe that they care. But, simultaneously, they will place the value of your
thoughts at one penny. Anyone who
receives this offer ought to be insulted,
but it's,become such a pervasive idiom
in our culture that no one thinks twice
about it. Understanding this also helps
in grasping the opposite side of the
equation: the "two cents worth" phrase.

Since the val ue of the average person's
intellect comes in at a whopping one
cent, most people will offer their extraordinarily valuable insight at 200% of
that cost, or two cents. They figure
that their take on a particular subject
pretty much DEFINES that subject, so
offering it for twice the going rate is a
real bargain. In conclusion, I'm writing
this column because my advice is
important, and yours is not.
Dear Alan,
Being the man's man that you seem
to be, !need your help: I am faced with
a dilemma regarding the nature of boys.
I recently ended a relationship which
was supposed to be based on friendship
with a boy. As luck would have it, as
soon as the sex ended, so did the friendship, so here's my dilemma: I already
know that girls are made up of sugar
and spice and everything nice but are
all boys made up of snips and snails
and puppy dog tails?
Signed,
what ARE boys made of?
Dear Boy Trouble,
You say that this relationship was
based on friendship, but can't sex be a
form of friendship? Different people
communicate their feelings in different

ways, one of those ways being the beast
with two backs. Since this is the form
of friendship that you two chose, when
you ended the sex, you effectively
ended the relationship. Now, your
main question pertains to the structural
composition of boys. Actually, boys
and girls are made up of very similar
components. Mix up some hormones,
some proteins, and a little carbon and
BOOM! you've got humans. Add a
dash of the abdomini zer and a squ irt of
alcohol, you got boys. Add a pinch of
hygiene and a shaving of cyanide, you
got girls. But it's a bit more complex
than that. The original mix is not
inalienable. Throw ·in a sma ll dose of
pheromone and both sexes will turn
into raving pleasure-crazed sweat
monsters bent on shattering your
pelvis. So care must be exercised when
dealing with the opposite sex. Perhaps
you ought to take a course in chemistry
before starting another "friendship."

You GoT A QuesTION
FOR ALAN?
EMAIL IT TO

whatsup@nas.com

March 13th
Zen Guerrilla
The Gimmicks • Watts
The 3B
One the best rock bills possible, this should
get everyone's mouth watering for Garage
Shock.

April 2nd & 3rd
This Is Spinal Tap
The Pickford
It's hard to find anyone who hasn't seen this
"rockumentary," but how many have actually
seen it on the big screen?
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DJ Q-BNZA

SHOWCASE
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MAKTUB

Rev
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PLACE

UNDERGROUND"
COFFEEHOUSE
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EVERY MONDAY...

THE ROYAL

THE CALUMET
CHRIS WOITACH

EVERY TUESDAY...
TlfE

UP & UP -

EVERY WEDNESDAY...
ANNA's - LIVE Music
FACTORY

ROADKILL

TlfE DOUBLEWIDE - LOUNGE

KARAOKE

EIGHTIES DANCE PARTY

TlfE ROYAL - SWING

STUART'5
POETRY NIGHT

RuMORS • DJ

FACroRY -

THE DoUBLEWIDE -

REQUEST

FUNK FACTORY W/

DJ DoRI
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· ANNA's KADDY SIIACK- 1114 Harris Ave. I
• DoWNTOWN JOHNNY'S- 1408 Cornwall Ave I 733-2579
·RuMoR's- 1119 Rail rood Ave I UNLISTED

• THE

FORGET

TO

1212 N. State St.
• Srum's - 1302 Bay St I 752-2024
fACTOitY-

CHECI<

OUT

OUR

FUNK

DJ

THE ROYAL - HIP - HoP
RuMORS • DRAGRACE
--WHAT'S

·THE CAi.uMn - 113E Magnolia/733-3331
• THE PICKFORD - 1416 Cornwall I 738-0735
• THE UP &.UP - 1234 State St I 733-9739
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Covey - Our photographer and one of the first people to lend his effort to the
magazine. He's the man behind all the incredible live shots and his constant ideas for
improvement helped shape the magazine over the last year.

Jamie Donatuto- Our main writer and person who's devotion has kept the magazine alive. Without her constant presence and great
writing , What's Up, never would have found a direction.

Amy Marchegiani -The genius behind ALL of the layout Without her, the magazine wouldn't exist She's been the driving force
and the person who's kept the magazine on track. Amy deserves the most credit for the success of the magazine.

Manna Music, Fretted Instrument Service, .
Smash Your Guitar, Estrus Records, Montesano
Records, Elsinor Records, Film is Truth, and
Boundary Bay

